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Editorial
In 2014, the Journal of Finnish Studies published a special issue entitled 
International Highly Skilled Migration: The Case of Finland, guest-edited 
by Driss Habti and Saara Koikkalainen (JoFS, Volume 17, Issue 1&2). 
In 2016, we were contacted by Driss Habti and Tuulikki Kurki, with an 
idea for another migration-related issue. A call for papers was launched 
by the guest editors, all manuscripts went through a blind peer-review and 
in-house editing process, and here we are now, with a “sequel” for the 
previous migration issue. 

The current special issue, Engaging the New Mobilities Paradigm 
in the Context of Finland, brings to our readers twelve fresh examples 
of research about migration and mobility in Finland. The volume is 
divided into four sections: Social and Cultural Experiences and Meanings 
of Mobility (Part I); Everyday Life and Lived Places (Part II); Politizing 
Mobility and Mobilizing Policies (in Times of Crisis) (Part III); and Cross-
Border and Transnational Mobility (Part IV). The articles introduce 
the reader to current topics about voluntary mobility and, in this case, 
Russians in Finland: Russians as second-home owners, Russian doctors 
in Finland, Russians as media users, and Russian media’s portrayal of 
Finland. We learn about art and mobility, mobility and belonging, and 
international mobility in an older population. We hear about the car 
culture as an inevitability in remote areas of Finland. Finland’s national 
interests and its security policy in the face of new mobilities are discussed 
in depth. Anssi Paasi’s afterword brings the various themes together and 
places them in the context of the new mobilities paradigm. 

With this issue, JoFS is asserting its dedication to publish research not 
only in its traditional fields of humanities but also in the social sciences. 
We thank the guest editors for compiling this important collection and 
trust that our readers will find these articles informing. 

Helena Halmari
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